
Neat Bar is a purpose-built device for Zoom and ships 
with our dedicated Neat Pad controller. There is no PC 
required, so say goodbye to Windows and iOS updates 
on Monday morning. Add an optional second Neat Pad 
to your purchase and configure it as a scheduler to take 
your conference room mojo up a notch.

Zoom Rooms the Neat way.
Neat Bar is a compact and capable meeting device 
designed and engineered specifically for Zoom. 
Working directly with Zoom, we designed a device for 
the meeting room that makes joining a Zoom meeting 
as easy as it is on your computer. Scheduled meetings 
can be joined directly and simply by users with a single-
click on the Neat Pad.

Just works.

Neat removes complexities and threats thanks to our 
secure, single-purpose hardware devices. That means 
less stressing about passwords and patches. Plus, 
Zoom is your single point of contact for support. 

Managed and supported by Zoom.

Neat was founded in 2019 and while the company is 
new, the names and faces behind the company might 
be familiar. Most of us have spent our careers in the 
video industry with companies like Cisco, Acano, Pexip, 
TANDBERG, and Codian. This is a team that is 
passionate about video and giving you the best possible 
meeting room experience. 

Video veterans.

Everything you need is in the box, and we mean 
everything. The Neat Bar base package includes a Neat 
Pad controller and set-up is a snap with the guided 
installation that runs on the Neat Pad to make install, 
simply neat. Here’s what customers are saying:

Simple set-up.

Neat Bar has made a huge difference in my 
ability to teach and if it wasn’t for Neat Bar, I 
don’t know how I would carry on with teaching 
remotely from my classroom.

 I aim for simplicity, resilience, and innovation, 
and with Neat Bar, we get all three.

www.neat.no



Thanks to Neat Sense, Neat Bar enables companies to 
offer significant health benefits to their employees, 
which in today’s new normal of having to take ever-
increasing protective measures against COVID-19 can 
be a huge relief. Neat Sense helps you control and 
monitor air quality, humidity (healthy indoor humidity 
levels are between 30-50%. Flu viruses can spread 
quickly due to poor indoor humidity), CO2 and organic 
chemical levels in the room – scents, odors, etc. Also, 
whether or not there are people in a room and if so, how 
many. That way, you can be sure of maintaining safe 
social distancing at all times. 

Safer meeting rooms.

www.neat.no



8-inch (diagonal) touch screen
Anti-glare, anti-smudge coating
Side LED Indicators
2 microphones*
Wall mount & side mount
Zoom Rooms software
WiFi
Power over Ethernet (PoE) or powered by
included power injector

Neat Pad

The Neat Bar performs best in these spaces:
- Huddle space (4-6)
- Small/medium conference room (6-10)

Room size guidelines

Camera & system LED
Accelerometer
Secure boot
Zoom Rooms software
Table stand, wall mount and screen mounting hardware
Sensors for temperature, humidity, CO2 and VOC*

4x digital zoom
4056*3040 (12mp) capture resolution
120 degrees horizontal field of view
People video resolution: Up to 1080p / 30fps
Content video resolution: 720p / 60 fps, 1080p / 30fps
Hardware accelerated video encode and decode
Automatic people framing

3 sensor mics
5 microphones angled in an end-fire array
Dedicated wide-angle ultrasonic tweeter
Beamforming
Echo cancellation
Noise suppression

Neat Bar

www.neat.no
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WiFi

Power over Ethernet (PoE)

Power adapter for AC

Ethernet

USB-C 

Cable included Cable not includedCable included Cable not included

WiFi

1

2

AC power HDMI-out for external screen

Ethernet HDMI-out for external screen

USB-C HDMI-in for Zoom sharing (1080p)
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